
 

 

GRAND MASTER Rabbi  RELIGIOUS 
ADVISER Sex Change  

HASH CASH Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH NERD Bigfoot  

HARE RAISER Jake the Peg 0492 065 565 HASH TRASH Sex Change  

HASH BOOZE Cheesecake 0448 841 912 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH CATS PISS Structure Fucker 0412 621 032 HASH RECYCLER Overproof 0424 955 426 

HASH FLASH Raw Liver 0418 460 188    

 

Run 2269 
The not 5pm Flower, em, Overproof run from Kallangur 

‘Hot and humid, burning from the sky, Kallangur’s finest aromas, swarms of buzzin’ flies’ 
 
Yes, another evening chez Heartstarter, hosting the abruptly changed Flower run. Confused? Well, this was only 
amplified by the fact that the scheduled 6.30 run was changed to 5pm and then started at 5.20pm because neither 
the dray (StruckFuck) nor the hash cash (Smoothride) had remembered, or bothered to read email, which wasn’t 
surprising as it only came out about 5 minutes before the hash started. Okay, I’m embellishing, but anyway. 
 
A small and perfectly formed circle of around 20 hashers of the now to be known as KH3 set off from the well-
trodden routes around Aquarius street. As one who has limped/ gimped around for months, it was a pleasure (or 
not) to see Kallangur in all its daytime glory. A purposely and fortunately flat route took us on a grand tour of 
stormwater drains, dumpster bins and off-road running which left some Kallangur locals bemused at the site of 
about 5 old blokes (well 4 after Chunda pulled a fetlock) and B1 shuffling unathletically in the searing heat. 
 
After a pleasant 7.3km, clearly set on Overproof’s electric scooter, judging by the position of arrows in the centre of 
the road, the trail wended its way back to home. Needless to say Ten Fingers, accompanied by Titus, were last to 
arrive, and the Hare was almost sent out to find them when they finally appeared. An amusing and charge-laden 
sitting-down circle ensued, with Dog and Chunda getting penultimately closer to the 1000 run milestone. The Hares 
were simultaneously serenaded, Titus was immortalised in verse, and ten Fingers was appropriately reverse-charged 
for something. Needless to say, Flower, the salad Queen, came through with the goods again, and we were left 
replete and swatting away mozzies as the night drew to a close. Great run and well worth the effort. 
 
 
Run Reporter- Fig Jam 3/10 
Walk Reporter- Titus- some positive score 



 
Returnees: 
Sex Change 
FigJam 
B1 
ET 
Singapore Sling 

       
 

Charges: 
Hares- for late change of run time and venue 
Chunda and Titus- injuries 
Killer- better never than late charge for turning up after the run 
Pounda- reverse charge for whingeing about something 
Ten Fingers- another reverse charge for something 
Jake the Peg (isolating) and taken by Flower- for some rhyming thing about a large turd 
Others that I can’t remember 
 
Awards: 
Big Prick- From Flower to Killer (with love 😊😊) 
Grub Shirt- From Struck Fuck to B1 (with aroma) 
Spit the Dummy- From Fig Jam to Ten Fingers (with unknown bodily secretions) 
 
This week’s immortalisation: 
 
TITUS 
Titus a rats arse, Titus groans 
The Ghormenghastly Titus moans 
From Zambia’s dark mining towns to Australia’s verdant zones 
The Don of Dayboro sits atop his leafy rural throne 
Avuncular and jocular he wears a red dress well 

Fastidious and garrulous some stories he can tell 
Of Africa’s dark continent and all its highs and lows 
Of poaching, smuggling criminals and how they came to blows 
Where hash name Titus comes from some can tell but perhaps not many 

He accounted coins for big concerns down to the last penny 
And now replete with daughters sweet he spends his later years 
An accountant, not the violent type, a job for yester year 
Who knows what itchy feet the new year it may bring 

Or will the lure of travel inject its addictive sting 
Such time and space cannot replace the vastness left behind 
But Titus adds refinement to our circle clandestine. 

 

 



Net Week’s Run: 
Pounda- 5 Admiralty Circuit, Lawnton 
 

     

   

 


